Blocking polycrystalline platinum ͑Pt͒ and boron-doped diamond ͑BDD͒ electrodes by 20 phenolic compounds was studied by means of chronoamperometric and theoretical methods ͓i.e., quantitative structure-property relationships ͑QSPRs͔͒ and chemometric methods. The difference between the current densities after 15 and 90 s of oxidation time was proposed for the first time as a quantitative measurement of passivation on the electrodes. Structures of phenolic molecules and their hydrogen-bonding complexes with fluoride ion were modeled and geometry optimized with the B3LYP method and the 6-31G** basis set. Several molecular descriptors were calculated and correlated with the passivation measurements using the partial least-squares ͑PLS͒ regression method. A PLS model with one latent variable from five descriptors was built with high-level predictivity for phenolic passivation on the Pt electrode, and then was externally validated with four phenolics. The Pt model statistical parameters obtained were: Q 2 = 0.786, R 2 = 0.851, and standard error of validation ͑SEV͒ = 0.097. A BDD model with one latent variable and four descriptors was built and validated in the same way; however, the statistical parameters ͑Q 2 = 0.333, R 2 = 0.586, and SEV = 0.159͒ were of inferior quality with respect to the model for the Pt electrode. Both models were applied for prediction of 10 phenolic compounds. The Pt model showed to be suitable for predictive purposes. It was observed that passivation was much weaker on the BDD electrode than on the Pt electrode. Different interactions and reactions involving phenolics at the electrodes are the main reasons for such large differences between the models. Exploratory analyses were also performed and interpreted in terms of chemical concepts, such as phenolic reactivity, size/shape, hydrogen bonding, and electronic features. These findings can be useful to explore the possibility to predict phenolic passivation and to design electrochemical experiments involving different phenolic compounds. Furthermore, these PLS models aid in understanding electrode inactivation by phenolic compounds.
It has been well known that phenols are readily oxidized in many chemical reactions and in electrochemical processes. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] The obtained products are mostly mixtures of dimeric, polymeric, and quinone species. 1, [4] [5] [6] [7] The composition of such mixtures strongly depends on experimental conditions. 2, 8, 9 In electrochemical processes, the electro-oxidation of phenolic compounds begins with the formation of the phenoxyl radicals at solid electrodes and continues by two possible paths: 10,2 one pathway yields species with quinonic structure and the other one produces dimers and polymers. Some of these products are soluble and diffuse away from the surface, while others participate in the formation of an unreactive and impermeable polymeric film adhered on the electrode surface. 2, [4] [5] [6] 10 The phenomenon of formation of films on the electrode is known as passivation, poisoning, or fouling the electrode. Polymeric films represent a serious problem in electroanalysis ͑precision loss͒ and electrolysis ͑efficiency loss͒ of phenols because they cause rapid deactivation of the electrodes by blocking electron transfer and slowing down further oxidation. 2, [4] [5] [6] [7] In general, phenols are thermodynamically favorable for oxidative coupling, 1 and hence, all of them are able to form insoluble films on electrodes. Electrochemical polymerization, aside from its negative effects just described, has also received great attention because of some advantages in the use of aromatic amines to produce electroative and conducting polymer films, [11] [12] [13] and to protect electrodes against corrosion. 14, 15 Despite the great relevance of the phenol passivation process, in electroanalysis and in electrolysis, the formation and characteristics of the inhibitory polymeric film and the role of the operational conditions are not well understood. A better understanding of the phenol electropolymerization mechanism is of great interest from both the fundamental and practical viewpoints. 2 General pathways for phenol electro-oxidation have been described by several authors. 5, [16] [17] [18] The behavior of phenol during electro-oxidation may be considered as a general prototype for phenolics. Theoretical and experimental studies 4, 19, 20 have shown that the adsorption process occurs in two distinct and successive steps, as outlined in Fig. 1 . The first one is the physical adsorption of the phenol oxygen followed by heterolytic scission of the O-H bond 21, 22 and anion oxidation, 4, 23 with the aromatic ring pointed toward the bulk of the solution ͑Fig. 1A and B͒. In the second step, the phenoxyl radical reorients from perpendicular ͑Fig. 1A and B͒ to a horizontal ͑Fig. 1C to F͒ configuration at the electrode surface, until the surface is fully covered by phenolic radicals. 19, 20 In fact, the phenoxyl radical formed is the key intermediate in the phenolic electro-oxidation pathway. Its structure can be rationalized in terms of resonance forms, which explains how the radicals can combine to form different dimers. Such dimers, instead of oxidizing into quinone-like species, may, in turn, be oxidized at potentials lower than that of phenol to produce insoluble material radicals that can combine with another phenoxyl or dimer radicals to produce materials of high molar mass, a passivating ultrathin insulating film. 1, 4, 5, 10 This radical coupling occurs at the electrode surface or in its immediate vicinity but not in the bulk solution. 24 The polymerization occurs mainly via "ortho" and "para" positions due to radical instability in these positions. 25 The presence of substituents on the phenol ring determines ͑i͒ whether the electropolymerization will be slower or faster relative to that for phenol, ͑ii͒ which intermediate phenoxyl radicals are more stable, ͑iii͒ which reaction products will be formed, and ͑iv͒ how they will be adsorbed at the electrode surface. This is because the products are usually kinetically and not thermodynamically controlled. 26 In fact, the pathway of this phenomenon is rather complex and may be affected by physical and chemical properties of the electrode material, solvent, pH, additives, concentration, and structural features of phenolic compounds, electrode potential, and current density, among others. [1] [2] [3] [4] 7, 9, 10, 27, 28 For instance, the formation of C-O bonds between radicals is favored in alkaline medium, whereas C-C bonds prevail in acid solutions. 5, 17, 29 Polymeric tar binding will also depend on the nature of the active groups present on the electrode surface and on the monocrystal or polycrystal structure of the surface. 8 The majority of electropolymerization studies prioritize the analysis of the films obtained, but little attention is dedicated to the initial phenolic structures, i.e., the reactant monomers. Furthermore, quantitative data analyses on the passivation ability of different monomers are very scarce. The monomer structures as well as reac-tivity, defined by the substituents at various substitution positions of the ring, will be responsible for the adhesion and permeability of the resulting polymeric film on the electrode. The deactivation ability of the polymer is directly related to its adhesion and permeability. Hence, a quantitative study on monomer structure and its passivation ability is desirable and can aid to understand the electropolymerization of phenolic compounds.
Computational chemistry approaches can be useful not only in understanding the electropolymerization phenomena but also in the prediction of the polymerization ability of a compound prior to experimental verification. Quantitative structure-activity relationship and quantitative structure-property relationship ͑QSPR͒ approaches are well-established methodologies that are useful in the prediction of various biological and physicochemical properties and chemical reactivity of substances for which there is no measured value yet of a property in question. 30 QSPR methods have been successfully used to predict several physicochemical properties. For instance, in two recent QSPR studies, the O-H bond dissociation energy for phenols was modeled using electronic properties of the substituents. 31, 32 Furthermore, Nesmerak et al. 33 have presented a QSPR model to predict the substituent effects on half-wave potentials of benzoxazines.
In general, a QSPR analysis uses descriptors derived from the molecular structure. The advantage of this approach lies in the fact that the descriptors can be obtained computationally and are not dependent on carrying out experiments. Therefore, once a reliable regression model is established, it can be used to predict the studied property of new analogous compounds. Another advantage of QSPR studies is that they can show which structural features of the compounds play an important role in the modeled property. To the best of our knowledge, there is no QSPR work to predict electropassivation by phenols in the literature.
The purpose of this work is to establish parsimonious QSPR models that correlate molecular descriptors to the electrode fouling by phenolic compounds on platinum and boron-doped diamond ͑BDD͒ electrodes via partial least-squares ͑PLS͒ regression. 34, 35 The models can give more insight into phenolic polymer formation at the molecular and even at mechanistic levels.
Experimental BDD film deposition.-BDD films were produced as previously described using an all-quartz cylindrical hot-filament chemical vapor deposition reactor. 36, 37 In summary, a boron-doping source was prepared by dissolving solid B 2 O 3 in ethanol in a liquid reservoir before starting-up the reactor. Tungsten wires with diameter of 238 m and length of 30 mm were used as substrates. The wires were mounted onto a polished silicon wafer placed below the hot filament, and parallel to the central axis of the filament coil. Deposition temperatures were measured by a thermocouple underneath the silicon wafer. Prior to deposition, the tungsten wires were dipped in a colloidal mixture of diamond dust ͑0.25 m diam͒ dispersed by ultrasonic vibration in n-hexane. This "seeding" is a procedure used to increase the nucleation density of diamond films. The diamond films were deposited employing a mixture of ethanol vapor diluted in hydrogen gas ͑99.5 vol%͒ at a volumetric flow rate of 100 sccm/min, regulated by precision mass flow meters, and at a total pressure kept at 20 Torr. The boron-dopant concentrations es-timated from Mott-Schottky plots were ϳ10 20 boron cm −3 ͑5000 ppm or 0.5% B/C͒. Electrical connections were placed on both types by wire wrapping a nickel-chromium wire and sealing with silver paint. The electrodes were insulated by a Teflon band and epoxy resin and then inserted into polypropylene tubes, exposing only the diamond area on the top of the electrodes for the electrochemical studies.
Several papers have shown that BDD electrode with a hydrogenterminated surface is, generally, the most active and gives the most reproducible response. 36, 38, 39 Here, BDD films "as-grown" with very low quantities of nondiamond carbon phases on the surface received a mild cathodic treatment in 1.0 mol L −1 HNO 3 . The cathodic treatment was carried out by cycling the potential in the range from 0 to − 4 V ͓vs saturated calomel electrode ͑SCE͔͒ at least 3 times, according Teófilo et al. 36 This treatment likely hydrogenates the surface. 39 This pretreatment is also effective for recovery of diamond electrodes after extensive time use in analysis.
Voltammetry and chronoamperometry measurements.-An AU-TOLAB PGSTAT-30 potentiostat was used to conduct electrochemical measurements. Polycrystalline platinum ͑Pt͒ wire ͑0.016 cm 2 , geometric area͒ and a polycrystalline BDD ͑0.030 cm 2 , geometric area͒ were used as working electrodes. All potentials were recorded against a SCE. The Pt electrode was polished before each measurement with 1 and 0.3 m alumina powders slurried with ultrapure water ͑Milli-Q͒ on a microcloth polishing cloth followed by 5 min sonicating in alcoholic solution. The electrode was then rinsed with distilled water to eliminate any traces of alumina according to previously published procedures. 40, 27, 41 The BDD electrode received a mild cathodic treatment before any measurement, cycling the potential in the range from 0 to − 4 V ͑vs SCE͒ for at least 3 times in 1.0 mol L −1 HNO 3 under vigorous stirring.
The experimental study was carried out in a 5 mL cell using 0.05 mol L −1 phosphate buffer solution at pH 6.5 and a final concentration of 5.0 ϫ 10 −4 mol L −1 of phenolic compounds ͑from Sigma, Aldrich, Merck, Carlo Erba͒. All chemicals were of analytical grade and used without further purification. The solutions were prepared with ultrahigh purity water ͑MilliPore, Milli-Q system͒ or ethanol ͑Merck͒. The electrode potential was scanned in the range defined for each phenolic compound. The potential sweep rate was 100 mV s −1 at a step potential of 0.5 mV.
The electrochemical passivation was monitored using the chronoamperometric method. This method was selected due to its facility to fix the oxidation potential and to obtain information about electrode fouling at short times. 10 The potential was fixed at 50 mV more positive than the oxidation peak of a particular phenolic compound. The oxidation was carried out for 90 s, and the current was measured each 0.2 s ͑Fig. 2͒. The difference between the current densities after 15 and 90 s of oxidation time was defined as a parameter of passivation measurement on the Pt ͑⌬j Pt ͒ and BDD ͑⌬j BBD ͒ electrodes. This difference was selected inasmuch as the passivation was easily observed in the outset of the process. The chronoamperometric curves for the Pt electrode are presented in Fig.  2 for illustration. The measurements were carried out in triplicate, and the mean value was used for further data analyses. All experiments were performed at 25 Ϯ 2°C. The studied phenolic compounds were catechol, chloroguaiacol, dopamine, guaiacol, hydro- 44, 46 and WebLab View Pro 47 visualization software. Experimental geometries of phenolic compounds or their analogues were obtained with the most probable O-H bond orientations. Whenever possible, internal hydrogen bonds were considered as stabilizing factors. Geometry optimization was performed at the density functional theory 48 ͑DFT͒ level with the B3LYP 49, 50 functional and 6-31G** basis set within the framework of the Titan 51 molecular modeling software. A quantum chemical probe ͑fluoride ion͒ was used to simulate a strong hydrogen bond and changes in electron delocalization due to hydrogen removal. This simulation can provide information accounting for phenolic interaction with its chemical environment, including electrode, solvent, and other species. All modeled -OH…F complexes were geometry optimized at the same computational level as the phenolic molecules. Dihydroxybenzenes were modeled differently from the other phenols: only one OH group was hydrogen-bonded to the fluoride for the complex calculations. Compounds CATE, DOPA, and LDOP possess an internal hydrogen bond between the two neighboring OH groups. For such compounds, the OH group that acted as the hydrogen bond donor was modified by turning the O-H bond in the direction opposite to the other OH group to avoid the formation of a bifurcated hydrogen bond at the fluoride ion.
Various quantum chemical descriptors ͑independent variables͒ of steric and electronic nature were obtained from property calculations for phenolic molecules and their hydrogen complexes with the F − ion by using the Titan software. Several compositional, topological, and steric descriptors for phenolic molecules were also obtained by using Dragon 52 software on the optimized geometries. Other compositional, topological, hydrogen bonding, electronic, and geometrical descriptors were calculated by which the total number of descriptors reached 700.
QSPR.-The calibration models were built using autoscaled molecular descriptors and the PLS regression method. 34, 35 The input data for each PLS modeling were organized as a X matrix ͑descriptors data͒, where each row corresponded to a phenolic compound and each column to a molecular descriptor, and a y vector ͑dependent variable͒. The entries of y were the experimentally measured passivation abilities of the studied phenolic compounds, defined as the logarithms of the means log͑⌬j Pt ͒ and log͑⌬j BDD ͒ ͑in microamperes per centimeters squared͒ for the Pt and BDD electrode, respectively. The variable selection for both models was performed in two steps. In the first step, the correlation coefficients of y with all the descriptors were inspected and the cutoff of 0.50 and 0.40 was applied to the correlations relative to the Pt and BDD electrodes, respectively, by which the number of descriptors for building PLS models reduced to 30 and 13, respectively. In the second step, the variable selection was manually directed to satisfy several criteria: ͑i͒ satisfactory correlation with the passivation and acceptable PLS statistics ͑eliminating false nonlinearity, chance correlation, and pronounced nonuniform distribution or dispersion of points in the scat-terograms͒, ͑ii͒ minimization of the number of high descriptor intercorrelations, ͑iii͒ selection of descriptors of different nature, calculation method, and clustering in hierarchical cluster analysis ͑HCA͒ and principal component analysis ͑PCA͒, ͑iv͒ computationally simple descriptors, and ͑v͒ chemically interpretable and under- 
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The optimal number of latent variables in the PLS model was determined by two methods ͑i.e., leave-one-out cross validation and the recent randomization test proposed by Wiklund et al. 53 ͒.
Two final PLS models were further validated by leave-N-out cross validation, where N varied from 1 to 8. The robustness of the models was tested by performing 10 Y randomizations according to Wold and Eriksson. 54 The original data were randomized prior to leave-N-out cross validation and Y randomization. The final validation procedure consisted of external validations, in which the original data sets were divided into as much as possible similar training ͑16 phenolics͒ and external ͑4 phenolics͒ validation sets with the aid of HCA.
HCA with incremental linkage and PCA of the two data sets that had been used in construction of the PLS models were performed in order to give deeper insight into the relationships between fouling and the electronic structure of phenolic compounds. The PLS models were used to predict the passivation power of 10 phenolics for which there were no experimental passivation data measured in the same conditions as for the 20 phenolics in this work ͑Fig. 4͒. The behavior of these phenolics at other platinum and carbon electrodes is known [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] and can be used for verification of the predictions.
All data analysis was performed using house-built Matlab-based functions in Matlab 6.5, 62 the Pirouette package, 63 and the algorithm for randomization test 53 available on the Web site http:// www.chemometry.com.
Results and Discussion
Cyclic voltammetry and chronoamperometry.- Table I shows experimental results obtained for the phenolic compounds during their oxidation on the Pt and BDD electrodes using chronoamperometry. Phenolic oxidation on the Pt electrode is significantly different from that on the BDD electrode ͑Table I͒. It was noted that all phenolic compounds were characterized by higher peak potentials on the BDD electrode than on the Pt electrode. Oxidation at higher potentials indicates a low rate of electron transfer. This is in agreement with the literature, which reports relatively slow electrode kinetics as one of the reasons for lack of adsorption on diamond. 36, 38, 64, 65 The difference of current densities ͑⌬j͒ obtained for the Pt electrode is significantly greater than that for the BDD electrode ͑Table I͒. The mean, standard deviation, and maximum and minimum values of ⌬j for the Pt electrode are 32.77, 14.10, 53.78, and 10.34 A cm −2 , respectively. For the BDD electrode, these values are 12.91, 4.77, 21.65, and 2.99 A cm −2 , respectively. These results indicate weaker fouling on the BDD electrode, which agrees with the literature reporting the characteristics of this electrode. 65, 66 It is worth indicating that, although there is a current decrease at the BDD electrode with time, the phenolic polymeric film formed is easily removed by stirring or, in worse situations, by performing a mild cathodic treatment under stirring. 36 Molecular descriptors.-The final selected descriptors are presented in Table II , which also includes the dependent variables. No descriptor is common for the electrodes, indicating significant differences in electrochemical processes involving phenolic compounds at the two electrodes. The descriptors are described as follows:
1. Molecular descriptors related to phenolic passivation on the Pt electrode: HBD/N, the number of acidic hydrogen atoms ͑related to hydrogen bond donors, HBD͒ divided by the number of nonhydrogen atoms ͑N͒, as obtained from the molecular formula Mor06u, an unweighted 3D MoRSe signal 06 descriptor, a steric descriptor obtained using the Dragon software Qcnpa, the ͑natural population analysis͒ NPA partial atomic charge of the phenolic carbon atom, which is chemically bound to the phenolic OH group, obtained from DFT computations for the isolated molecule Ar, a modified Julg's aromaticity index 67 defined as Ar = 255-͑ b /d b ͒ 2 , where d b is the average bond length and b is the standard deviation of carbon-carbon bond lengths of the benzene ring, as obtained from the DFT geometry of the isolated molecule QNUnpa, the sum of NPA atomic charges of phenolic carbon atoms, which are considered as formal sites for nucleophilic aromatic substitution. The value for this descriptor was set to zero when no sites of these kinds were identified. This descriptor is a reactivity index, which may be related, directly or indirectly, to the reactions between phenoxyl radicals. Interestingly, analog descriptors describing sites in electrophilic aromatic substitution were poorly correlated with the phenolic passivation on the Pt electrode.
Molecular descriptors related to phenolic passivation on the BDD electrode:
D-dCO, C-O bond shortening after the H…F hydrogen bond is formed, defined as the difference between the phenolic C-O bond lengths in the isolated molecule and the hydrogen bonded complex, as obtained from DFT calculations DISPm, a dCOMMA2 value weighted by atomic masses, a conformationally dependent descriptor based on molecular geometry, as obtained using the Dragon sofware C-026, the number of R-CH-R fragments, belonging to the Ghose-Crippen counts of atom-centered fragments, obtained using the Dragon sofware L͑nCaH͒, linearized form of nCaH, defined as L͑nCaH͒ = ͑nCaH-3.6͒ 2 , where nCaH is the number of unsubstituted aromatic Csp 2 atoms, a count of functional groups as obtained by using the Dragon sofware.
Charge analysis was performed for the phenolic carbon atoms to identify types of aromatic reactivity that would be related to phenolic fouling. In general, positions occupied by hydrogen atoms at the benzene ring can undergo electrophilic or nucleophilic aromatic substitution, while halogen atoms can be eliminated in a nucleophilic aromatic substitution. Phenols undergo radical-radical and even radical-anion reactions in which halogen atoms can be eliminated by the radical-nucleophilic mechanism S NR 1. 17 Ortho-and even para-, paraЈ-positioned hydrogen atoms are substituted in phenolic radical-radical reactions. 6, 17, 29 Classical rules for strong, moderately strong, and weak ortho-para and meta orientations for elec- trophilic and nucleophilic substitution at the benzene ring 26, 68 aided in identifying the sites for the two aromatic substitution mechanisms. A cutoff value of −0.24 in NPA charges for the phenolic carbon atoms was established, which enabled identification of the reaction site natures that could not be resolved by the classical rules. Nucleophilic substitution occurs when the carbon NPA charge is more positive than the cutoff, otherwise the site prefers electrophilic substitution. Figures 3 and 4 show the sites for radical-nucleophilic aromatic substitution in the phenolics studied in this work.
Correlation analysis ͑Table III͒ shows rather fair correlations between descriptors and the dependent variables ͑absolute values of correlation coefficients vary from 0.51 to 0.78͒, where there are low to moderate correlations between the descriptors ͑absolute correlation coefficients are in the range from 0.20 to 0.69͒. In the case of the BDD electrode, the descriptor-passivation correlations are somewhat smaller. This difference between the two electrodes is perhaps related to the fact that the electropassivation of the Pt electrode has been observed more intensely than that of the BDD electrode. Variable selection reconfirms these differences between the electrodes and between the corresponding electropassivation mechanisms ͑Table II͒. Although descriptors for the BDD electrode are predominantly steric/topological ͑only D-dCO contains some electronic ef-fects͒, descriptors for the Pt electrode account for hydrogen bonding ͑HDB/N͒, electronic ͑Qcnpa, Ar and QNUnpa͒, and some steric ͑Mor06u͒ properties of the 20 phenols.
These facts can account for differences in electrode-phenolic interactions and chemical composition of the electroactive electrode surfaces. However, in the following, a more detailed inspection of the descriptor role is given.
The negative contribution of HBD/N to log͑⌬j Pt ͒ means that a small number of polar hydrogen atoms is preferred for high passivation. Groups with polar hydrogens ͑from -NH 2 , -NH, -OH and -CO 2 H groups, i.e., hydrogen bonding groups͒ can play several roles in phenolic passivation. They can participate in chemical reactions in which branched and less dense polymers are formed, because porosity is a general characteristic of phenolic polymeric films. 69 This includes formation of cavities filled with the solvent ͑water͒ and other species that interact with hydrogen bonding groups of the polymer. The hydrogen bonding groups can interact with the electrode surface or bulk solvent. These processes can slow down radical formation and the polymerization reaction, resulting in lower passivation.
The molecular shape descriptor Mor06u is related to steric aspects of phenolic polymerization. In general, more branched ͑less compact͒ molecules have smaller values of Mor06u, accounting for lower fouling. This situation is similar to that of the HBD/N, because more compact phenolic molecules will form denser polymeric films.
The increase of Qcnpa results in higher passivation. The more positive atomic charge of the carbon from phenolic C-OH means less negative charge at O ͑the two NPA charges are highly correlated for phenolic molecules, with a correlation coefficient 0.83͒. The descriptor Ar is an average measure of the benzene ring's aromaticity.
The higher the ring's aromaticity ͑Ar͒ is, the higher the passivation is. Both Qcnpa and Ar are probably related to the chemical reactivity of phenolics, denser polymer packing, and perhaps to their interactions with the electrode. QNUnpa ͑Table II͒, a quantum-chemical reactivity index, is directly related to the number of reaction sites for nucleophilic aromatic substitution ͑marked with asterisks in Fig. 3 and 4͒ . The more negative the QNUnpa is, the higher the phenolic passivation via formation of a polymeric film on the Pt electrode is. This descriptor is related to the stability of intermediates in radical-mediated reactions. The first phenolic oxidation followed by radical formation is a crucial step for phenolic passivation. The radicals act like electrophiles by attacking substitution sites free for electrophilic aromatic substitution and also attack halogen-binding sites via the S NR 1 mechanism. Therefore, QNUnpa should be understood as an index showing how many sites undergo radical-electrophilic aromatic substitution ͑the sites not marked with asterisks in Fig. 3 and 4͒ and how many halogen-binding sites can suffer radical-nucleophilic substitution ͑the sites marked with asterisks in Fig. 3 and 4͒ .
Descriptors for the BDD electrode can be also rationalized in a way similar to the descriptors for the Pt electrode, as follows. Fluoride ion, F − , was used as a quantum chemical probe to simulate hydrogen bonding and electron withdrawal from and oxidation of phenolic compounds. The negative contribution of D-dCO to log͑⌬j BDD ͒ can be interpreted as an external interference into the electronic structure of the phenolic molecule by means of intermolecular interactions or chemical reactions. Hydrogen withdrawal causes geometrical changes in the C-O group, visible as bond shortening due to the charge loss at O and stronger delocalization between the benzene ring and the CO group. Some phenolic molecules are more resistant to such changes due to the stability of the heteroaromatic system, so the corresponding D-dCO values are small.
Less flexible phenolics tend to form more homogeneous and denser polymeric films that are better absorbed at the electrode surface, as has already been noted from the Pt data set. This fact is visible from three descriptors. DISPm describes the conformational features of the phenolics. Low values of DISPm are expected for more rigid molecules that exhibit higher passivation due to the absence of long and flexible substituents and the presence of unsaturated bonds. C-026 shows that the absence of R-CX-R fragments ͑i.e., branching in the molecular structure results in higher passiva-tion͒. The descriptor nCaH shows that the absence of substituted Csp 2 atoms in the structure favors passivation. Most compounds ͑16 of 20, with the exceptions being CGUA, DOPA, LDOP and SERO͒ Fig. 5 . These analyses give deeper insight into the nature of the molecular descriptors and their correlations with the dependent variables at the qualitative level. Molecular structures of the 20 phenolics in Fig. 3 are arranged exactly in the same order as the phenolics positioned along PC1 ͑from left to right͒ in the PCA plot for the Pt data set ͑Fig. 5, top left͒. This direction can be considered as increasing passivation, what can be easily verified by comparing the molecular structures ͑Fig. 3͒ and the experimental passivation data ͑Table I͒. The number of sites for nucleophilic aromatic substitution ͑derived from Fig. 3͒ can be zero ͑negative PC1͒ or can vary from 1 to 3 ͑PC1 is positive͒. These four groups of phenolics can be easily visualized in the scores plot, with an elevated tendency for nucleophilic substitution along PC1. When the same analysis of the scores plot for the BDD data ͑Fig. 5, top right͒ is performed, rather different and irregular trends in phenolic characterization can be observed. The passivation on the BDD electrode increases with the decrease in PC1, but the pattern of reactivity ͑number of substitution sites and corresponding charges͒ obviously does follow any other trend seen in the PCA plot for the Pt data. This, once again, reflects the rather different nature of phenolicplatinum and phenolic-diamond electrode interactions. It is interesting to note from PC1 vs log͑⌬j͒ plots ͑Fig. 5, top͒ good linear relationships between PC1 and experimental values of the dependent variable, with correlation coefficients of 0.921 and 0.765 for the Pt and BDD electrodes, respectively. PC1 for the Pt and BDD data sets can be expressed by the following equations, where ͓͔ au denotes autoscaled forms of the original descriptors PC1 = − 0.505͓HBD/N͔ au + 0.343͓Mor06u͔ au + 0.480͓Qcnpa͔ au + 0.393͓Ar͔ au − 0.492͓QNUnpa͔ au ͓1͔ PC1 = 0.632͓DdC-O͔ au + 0.625͓DISPm͔ au + 0.382͓C-026͔ au − 0.253͓L͑nCaH͔͒ au ͓2͔
According to the nature and contribution of the descriptors in these expressions, the passivation process on the Pt electrode accounts for intermolecular interactions and chemical reactions that have 25% of hydrogen bonding character ͑HBD/N͒, 27% steric ͑Mor06u and Ar͒, and 47% electronic/reactivity nature ͑Qcnpa and QNUnpa͒. The same analysis for the BDD data points out mainly steric/geometrical ͑79%, DdC-O and DISPm͒ and compositional/ topological ͓21%, C-026 and L͑nCaH͔͒ nature that determine interactions and reactions involving phenolics on the BDD electrode.
The HCA dendrograms consist of clusters, subclusters, and patterns that are well recognized. The dendrogram for the Pt data ͑Fig. 5, bottom left͒ consists of the clusters A and B, which correspond to the nonzero and zero numbers of substitution sites ͑see the corresponding PCA plot͒, with the exception of CGUA. This compound belongs to the B instead of the A cluster because it is the only phenolic with zero value of the descriptor Mor06u ͑Table II͒. It seems that the reactivity of the phenolic rings in this dendrogram is the main criterium for classification. This reactivity can be expressed in terms of ortho-/para-and meta-positioned substituents ͑activators or deactivators in nucleophilic aromatic substitution͒ besides the reference phenolic group, which depends on the nature of substituents, their position, and mutual interaction. All phenolics in cluster A have meta-and/or metaЈ-substitution sites and ortho/parahalogenated substitution sites ͑Fig. 2͒ relative to the reference phenolic group. Subcluster A1 is characterized with moderate passivation ͓log͑⌬j Pt ͒ = 1.54-1.55͔ and is determined by electronic effects, whereas steric effects are not important. There are no substituents ͑activators or deactivators͒ in PHEN, and there is a weak activator in LTYR. Subclusters A2 and A3 consist of phenolics with high passivation ͑1.60-1.73͒. The phenolics in A2 possess a halogen and/or methyl that act as weak activators/deactivators. The phenolics in A3 contain weak deactivators and/or moderately strong to strong activators ͑oNIT͒. All the phenolics in cluster B contain some deactiva- Figure 5 . PC1 scores vs experimental log͑⌬j͒ plots ͑top images͒ and HCA dendrograms ͑bottom images͒ for molecular descriptors that were used to build the Pt model ͑left images͒ and the BDD model ͑right images͒. Compounds in the PCAbased plots are distinguished by the number of the most probable sites for nucleophilic aromatic substitution ͑zero and nonzero numbers are separated by the dashed line at PC1 = 0 for the Pt data set͒ and are arranged in the order of appearance along PC1 for the Pt data set. HCA subclusters are based on passivation and structural features of the compounds. Phenols that form external validation sets are marked with solid squares in the dendrograms.
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Journal of The Electrochemical Society, 155 ͑10͒ D640-D650 ͑2008͒ D646 tors. Subclusters B1-B3 consist of phenolics with very low to moderate passivation ͑1.01-1.44͒ and which have strong ortho/paraplaced deactivators ͑OH, NH 2 , NHR͒: B1, with only para-activators ͑amino groups͒, B2 with para-OH/NHR, and B3 with ortho-/ para-OH or NH 2 . Sub-cluster B4 consists of phenolics with low to moderate passivation ͑1.21-1.55͒. These phenolics have a weak ortho-deactivator, with additional weak para-deactivator in CGUA.
The dendrogram for the BDD data ͑Fig. 5, bottom right͒ can be explained in terms of passivation ranges and some molecular features that are rather different from those for the Pt data set. Two simple properties can illustrate phenolic behavior at the BDD electrode: molecular topology expressed as the number of substituents on the phenolic ring ͑a fused heteroaromatic ring in SERO and HYIN is counted as one substituent͒, and average molecular polarity expressed as the C/X ratio ͑the number of carbon atoms divided by the number of X atoms, where X = O, N, and Cl͒. although phenolics in the C cluster range from low ͓log͑⌬j BDD ͒ = 0.93͔ to high ͑1.34͒ passivation and have at most one substituent, those in the D cluster have very low to low passivation ͑0.48-1.02͒ and two substituents. The latter compounds have C/X ഛ 3.5, which makes them rather polar species. Among the C1-C4 subclusters, C3 is the only one containing phenolics with one or no ͑PHEN͒ substituent. These phenolics have moderate to high passivation ͑1.07-1.34͒ and C/X Ͼ 3 meaning that they are rather amphiphilic. Smaller ratios ͑C/X = 3͒ and a broad range of passivation ͑0.91-1.26͒ characterize subcluster C2. Although C1 subcluster has high passivation ͑1.19-1.23͒ and C4 has low passivation ͑0.93-1.11͒, both clusters are characterized by relatively high polarity ͑C/X ഛ 3͒.
The BDD dendrogram points out possible interactions of a rather steric nature between the phenolics and the BDD electrode. There must be various types of putative interactions that depend on the structure of phenolic molecules and their size/shape properties. Lower branches and amphiphilicity are preferred phenolic molecular features and indicate the existence of limited domains or places of definite geometry to accommodate phenolic species at the BDD electrode, which agrees well with the findings of Chang et al. 70 QSPR.-Statistics of the two PLS models are presented in Tables IV and V. Table IV shows statistical parameters used for the determination of the number of latent variables for the final PLS models. It is important to note that both methods, leave-one-out ͑Table V͒ and the randomization test 53 ͑Table IV͒, have indicated one latent variable ͑LV͒ for the Pt and BDD models. The risk of overfitting obtained from the randomization test is in excellent agreement with other parameters from leave-one-out cross validation ͑%Var and SEV͒. Good linear correlation between PC1 and experimental log͑⌬j͒ ͑Fig. 5, top͒ agrees with selection of LV1 for building PLS models for the Pt and DBB electrodes. The prediction power of the models is demonstrated in Table VI and Fig. 6 , whereas leave-N-out cross validation and Y randomization of the models are presented in Fig. 7 . Some statistical conditions, as defined by Tropsha et al. 71 and Golbraikh and Tropsha, 72 were applied to verify the prediction power of the models. These conditions include: ͑i͒ all correlation coefficients are R 2 Ͼ 0.6 and Q 2 Ͼ 0.5 for the training sets; ͑ii͒ the average Q 2 from leave-N-out cross validations must be high; ͑iii͒ the values R 2 and Q 2 from Y randomizations must be small. The Pt model well satisfies all these conditions, whereas the BDD model is shown to be weaker. Both models use only one latent variable describing 56% of the total variance. Most statistical parameters show that the Pt model is more reliable than the BDD model. Pronounced differences between the models are obvious from the correlation coefficients, especially Q 2 from various validation approaches, particularly from leave-N-out cross validation ͑Fig. 7, top͒. However, there was no chance correlation was found for both models ͑Fig. 7, bottom͒.
Predictions obtained from the Pt model are rather fair, even when external validation is applied ͑Table VI͒. There are only 3 molecules with relative errors between 10 and 15% ͑Fig. 6͒. As expected according to the parameters in Table V , the BDD model has several phenolics with relative errors above 10%: 4 phenolics with errors between 10 and 15%, 2 phenolics with errors between 15 and 20%, 1 phenolic with error above 20% ͑pAMI͒, and 1 phenolic compound with a large error of 60% ͑DOPA, Fig. 6͒ . Both models show very similar prediction trends when externally validated. It is interesting to note that, even when four phenolics were used in the training sets during the external validation, the predictive power of the BDD model did not alter significantly. It can be concluded that the Pt Table VI . Both PLS models provide reasonable predictions even when externally validated, with the exception of the prediction for o'AoC for which the BDD model seriously fails. The validity of these predictions can be verified by comparing predictions and corresponding deviations for similar phenolics from the training and/or external validation sets. With respect to some phenolics that are under study in this work, the comparisons additionally confirm the reliability of the predictions in Table VI . Besides, predicted behavior of the 10 phenolics is mainly similar to that experimentally observed at other platinum or carbon electrodes. [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] Molecular descriptors ͑Table II͒ make positive or negative contributions to the passivation at the Pt or BDD electrodes, which is easily noted from descriptor-passivation correlations ͑Table III͒, regression vectors ͑Table V͒, regression equations ͑Eq. 3 and 4͒, and especially from the exploratory analysis. Because of this fact, interpretation of the regression vectors has already been presented in the correlation and exploratory analyses. It can be concluded that both PLS models indicate more rigid and compact phenolic molecules, which more easily form polymeric films on the electrodes. This fact can be useful in predicting behavior of phenolics during electrooxidation, at both the qualitative and quantitative level.
Conclusions
Substituent effects largely determine the electropassivation processes at the Pt and BDD electrodes. The preference of radical attack to ortho, orthoЈ, meta, metaЈ, or para positions that are occupied with hydrogen or halogen atoms can be visualized by means of NPA partial atomic charges of the corresponding carbon atoms. The charges show whether the substitution site is electron rich or poor and, consequently, if the site should undergo electrophilic or nucleo- 
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Journal of The Electrochemical Society, 155 ͑10͒ D640-D650 ͑2008͒ D649 philic aromatic substitution, respectively. The classical organic chemistry approach in terms of resonance structures, which show inductive and resonance effects of the substituents, is a qualitative view of NPA charge distribution. In the absence of steric effects, this charge classification is a good aid in predicting phenoxyl radical formation.
Oxidation of phenolics into phenoxyl radicals results in higher reactivity of the new species. Phenolic electropassivation at the Pt electrode is satisfactorily described by the PLS model, which can be used for practical purposes. Although the PLS model for the phenolic passivation at the BDD electrode is far from being statistically relevant, it gives some idea about this phenomenon. Exploratory analysis makes it possible to understand which molecular features of phenolics are related to fouling of these compounds on the Pt and BDD electrodes. This is the first time that phenolic passivation is treated at a quantitative level by means of QSPR analysis. Such studies could be expanded to other phenolic compounds and other electrodes. Such QSPR analyses may become routine in analytical laboratories that use phenols in electrochemical assays.
